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NEW QUESTION: 1
You create a business rule that has a Set business required
action for a field. The action has a Status of Business
Required when a condition is met.
Users report that when they change the value so that the
condition is false, the field is still required.

You need to ensure that the field is required only if the
condition is true.
What should you do?
A. Create an Else statement that has no conditions and a Set
business required action.
Configure the action to have a Status to Not Business Required.
B. Create an Else statement that has no conditions and a Set
Default action to reset the field to Not Business Required.
C. Change the scope of the business rule to All Forms.
D. Use a business rule formula to set the required level of the
field.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which statement is true about Oracle Database Schema Service or
Oracle Database Cloud Service
(DBCS)?
A. Oracle Database Schema Service provides database schemas
with full administrative control for a
subscriber.
B. Oracle Database Cloud Service does not require database
administrators to administer the database.
C. Oracle Database Cloud Service provides complete dedicated
database instances with full
administrative control for a subscriber.
D. Oracle Database Schema Service requires a database
administrator to administer the schemas.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Database Schema Service is an individual service within the
Oracle Cloud. Data within an individual
Database Schema Service is completely separated from data in
all other services in the Oracle Cloud.
Database Schema Service administrators can define users for the
services that they administer.
References:
https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/database-dbaas-cloud/csdb
i/service-roles-and-users.html
https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/latest/dbcs_schema/CSDBU/GUID-EE7
B1EC2-38D5-4CE8-8C0F6DED51776AF1.htm#CSDBU210

NEW QUESTION: 3
A technical specialist is working with a customer on a Boot
from SAN project after migrating data from DASD to an IBM SAN.
The customer is concerned about hardware system downtime after
the migration.

Which of the following steps are necessary to handle bringing a
host back online to a Boot from SAN state?
A. The system administrator needs to swap only the hardware and
cabling plus configure switch zoning and host-port definitions
on the storage server
B. The system administrator needs to swap only the hardware and
reconfigure the UEFI Boot Order, the HBA's BIOS and host-port
definitions on the storage server.
C. The system administrator needs to swap only the hardware and
reconfigure switch zoning and host-port definitions on the
storage server.
D. The system administrator needs to swap only the hardware and
reconfigure the UEFI Boot Order, the HBA's BIOS, switch zoning,
and host-port definitions on the storage server.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which interface manages the database synchronization from Cisco
Unified Communications Manager and the Cisco IM and Presence
service database?
A. XMPP
B. SIP
C. AXL/SOAP
D. LDAP
Answer: C
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